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PARLIAMENTARY FRIENDS OF TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY 

Statement 

HON LIZ BEHJAT (North Metropolitan) [9.55 pm]: Tonight I want to inform members who were unable to 
attend last Monday evening’s event that I put together the launch of the Parliamentary Friends of Tourism and 
Hospitality. That group is non-partisan, and I am pleased to say that support for it has come from a number of 
parties who are represented in Parliament. The idea of the Parliamentary Friends of Tourism and Hospitality is 
not unique; I have adopted it from other places. Those members who worked in the federal Parliament at one 
stage or another would be very familiar with Hon Bruce Baird, the former federal member for Cook from 1998–
2007 and state member of the New South Wales Parliament from 1984–95. He is a very well-known gentleman. 
He started the federal parliamentary Friends of Tourism group, which is a very well-established group in the 
federal Parliament.  

The aim of the group is to enable members from all sides of politics to come together on a fairly regular basis—
we have not yet set a program for what we intend to do—and hear from tourism leaders and others in the tourism 
and hospitality industries to talk about the issues they face, any ideas they have and projects that they want to get 
off the ground. This group will enable us to have more in-depth conversations with people from those industries. 
As I said in my opening speech at the event, often we go to very large events at which we air kiss each other and 
say everything is wonderful and have a glass of champagne, but we do not get to talk about the problems, issues 
and good things that are facing the tourism and hospitality industries. 

Some members may recall that when I became a member of Parliament, I spoke about my background in 
hospitality as the preopening coordinator for the Burswood Casino in 1985 and as the first guest services 
manager at that complex. I have a background in the industry, and it is an industry that I am passionate about. A 
lot more needs to be done for the Western Australian industry. Having gone through the global financial crisis, 
we need to look at what other things we can to do to improve tourism and hospitality. I have had discussions 
with Bruce, who is now the chair of the national Tourism and Transport Forum. He was very happy to help me 
put this group together. The first step was to get the support from this government and the Minister for Tourism, 
Hon Kim Hames. I put the proposition to him that I wanted to start this group and he was very enthusiastic about 
it. He encouraged me all along to do it. I then had discussions with people from the Australian Hotels 
Association Western Australia. Most members know Bradley Woods from the AHA, who was very instrumental 
in helping me set up the group, as was Paul King from Tourism Council WA and Evan Hall, who is the new 
CEO of Tourism Council WA. Evan is from New South Wales but is rapidly becoming a Western Australian! 
The Australian Tourism Exchange is also an all-important player in this field. Another person who was very 
helpful in setting this up is the Chief Executive Officer of Tourism WA, Stephanie Buckland. It was a 
collaborative effort with a lot of people putting it together, and that is what tourism is all about. That is why the 
decision was made that it would become a non-partisan committee, because politics does not really come into the 
equation when we are talking about tourism and the promotion of our state. 

The launch was held on Monday evening at the headquarters of the AHA, and I thank the AHA for the 
hospitality it gave those of us who attended. A number of members from this chamber came to the launch; some 
were not able to attend and sent their apologies. There were members from the other chamber as well, and all 
parties have indicated that they are willing to become involved with this group. 

The guest speaker at our launch was Mr Ian Gay, the regional manager of Qantas in Western Australia, who I 
thought was quite a relevant person to have as our initial guest speaker. He spoke about the recent 
announcements Qantas made about its restructuring. It also proved to be a very good opportunity for my 
colleague Hon Wendy Duncan to speak to Skywest to say it had got it wrong with its scheduling for flights to 
Esperance. Skywest has taken that on board, and I understand it is going to make some scheduling changes, so 
well done to Hon Wendy Duncan. Members can get positive outcomes from these things, even from day one. 

There will be a lot of events held in the future, but there is some very exciting news for Western Australia on the 
tourism front. From my son’s point of view, the most exciting announcement made this week was by the 
Minister for Tourism that Top Gear is going to come to Western Australia. 

Hon Ken Travers interjected. 

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: No, my son is not a Dolly Parton fan! He has not discovered Dolly yet; he is more of a fan 
of The Stig! Top Gear is coming to Perth and it is not going to other states in Australia. For those members who 
are not revheads—I am not particularly a revhead, but I do know Jeremy Clarkson and all the others from Top 
Gear—that program attracts more than 300 million viewers around the world, so 300 million viewers will have 
their eyes focused on Burswood and Western Australia, and no other state of Australia, when that happens in 
December. That is a really great coup for our minister to organise. 
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Next month we will be going into the thirteenth year of the Perth Fashion Festival. It was recently announced 
that we have the Broome Cable Beach Outdoor International Basketball Tournament happening, with four 
nations. In 2012 we will be hosting the Australian Tourism Exchange at the Perth Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, which is a premier event in tourism throughout the world. It is a trade show and we were very lucky to 
be able to secure the rights to hold it here in 2012. Of course, the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting 
is coming up in October, and all the benefits that will come with that. I know that some of the tourism events 
surrounding CHOGM are going to be huge. Again, the eyes of the world will be on Western Australia, so it is a 
fantastic opportunity for us to promote our tourism and hospitality.  

On the hospitality side of things, I know that in the run-up to CHOGM, the AHA will start a new campaign, the 
Service with a Smile campaign, which is a really important part of hospitality in Western Australia, encouraging 
people to do exactly that—provide service with a smile. That is a great campaign and I wish the AHA all the best 
with it.  

The other exciting news, of course, is that starting from 8 November, we will have direct flights between Perth 
and China. As we know, that is a massive tourist market for Western Australia, and the ability for people to fly 
directly from China to Perth is important. We are looking at other airline routes for the future.  

I was very fortunate at the end of last year to travel with our President to India and Sri Lanka, where we know 
there are airline markets that we can tap into. Air India used to fly directly to Perth, but it obviously does not do 
that any longer. That is something we look forward to perhaps reviving in the future. There are some wonderful 
airline markets that we need to tap into, and our tourism minister will be working towards that.  

For all members here who signed on to become involved with the Friends of Tourism and Hospitality or as the 
acronym suggests, FROTH, which is probably quite relevant — 

Hon Wendy Duncan: Where is the R from?  

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: It is from “Friends”. I am taking a little of poetic licence, Hon Wendy Duncan: Friends of 
Tourism and Hospitality—FROTH. It is a fun acronym for what will be a fun group. Let us face it, tourism and 
hospitality is a very fun area to be involved in; nonetheless, it is a very, very serious industry that will bring a lot 
of economic benefit to our state.  

We can look forward to sharing many more events and functions with this group, and I thank all those members 
who have supported FROTH thus far.  

House adjourned at 10.06 pm 

__________ 
 
 


